2016 STBA London Masterclass series
Venue (for all Masterclasses):
The Foundry, 5 Baldwin Terrace,
Islington, London N1 7RU
Times: from 2.00 until 6.00, followed by drinks & networking (until 7.00)
New problems for old buildings
Whether planning a retrofit or
encountering an existing retrofit of a
traditional building there are many
issues and potential conflicts to take
into consideration; either to prevent creating new
problems for the building, or exacerbating existing
problems, or to determine the current condition and
performance of a building that has been subject to a
Retrofit.
Richard will share his practical experiences of both
building conservation and retrofit of traditional
buildings and take the delegates through a step-by-step
approach of what to look for and what to take into
account using real-life case studies.
The Masterclass will illustrate the need to understand
the building and what this means in practice, which is
central to the STBA Whole-house approach.
About the trainer:
Richard Oxley, of Oxley Conservation, is a full member of
the IHBC and is an RICS Certified Historic Building
Professional. Richard started Oxley Conservation, a
specialist historic buildings consultancy, in 1997. His
publications include “Survey and Repair of Traditional
Buildings – A Sustainable Approach” and he jointly drafted
CIBSE’s “Guide to Building Services for Historic Buildings –
Sustainable Services for Traditional Buildings’.

The Whole-House
Approach in Practice
6th December with
Nicholas Heath
What is the new ‘Whole-House’
approach and how does it differ
from what we’ve been doing?
How can you achieve this and minimise the risks.
Bristol City Council are introducing this more
responsible approach to their traditional building
retrofit programmes, with demonstrable benefits for
buildings and people.

Ventilation, Energy
Efficiency & Old Buildings
with Ian Mawditt
Many fabric energy efficiency can
significantly change the way
moisture behaves in a building, to the detrimental of
occupants and fabric health. A planned ventilation
strategy is essential. But what strategies are
available & what are the challenges?

Internal Wall Insulation for
Solid Walls with Neil May &
Valentina Marincioni
Insulation, moisture movement &
thermal bridging, the physics, the
evidence and strategies to reduce
risk for solid wall buildings.

Cost per Masterclass: £120+VAT
£90+VAT (Partners), £60+VAT (STBA Affiliates & Patrons)
Bookings via Debbie at info@stbauk.org. Or call Roger Southcott on 0207 704 3503
Discounts for booking 2 or more in 2016 series: £100+VAT, £75+VAT (Partners), £50+VAT (Members)
Please note, as these are Masterclasses, delegates will be required to have some previous knowledge and/or experience.
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